


Maximising your potential around the Lunar and yourMaximising your potential around the Lunar and your
menstrual cyclemenstrual cycle

Our Uterus, our reproductive organ, (our tubes, our ovaries, ourOur Uterus, our reproductive organ, (our tubes, our ovaries, our
uterus, our cervix, our "Yoni)" is magnificent.uterus, our cervix, our "Yoni)" is magnificent.  

She represents a link to the cycles within us (blood flow,She represents a link to the cycles within us (blood flow,
release etc) and it’s made up of energy. It’s not just a system torelease etc) and it’s made up of energy. It’s not just a system to
create and birth life. It also gives us pleasure and pain. Thinkcreate and birth life. It also gives us pleasure and pain. Think
about it, our menstrual cycle represents life and decay, high,about it, our menstrual cycle represents life and decay, high,
low, ebb and flow. It serves as an internal reminder alongsidelow, ebb and flow. It serves as an internal reminder alongside
the moon, that we cyclic in nature. We are one of thosethe moon, that we cyclic in nature. We are one of those
spinning wheels of life, and tis time we embrace within us. Asspinning wheels of life, and tis time we embrace within us. As
we/I am on a mission to support woman to love themselveswe/I am on a mission to support woman to love themselves
deeper, and become the best versions of them/ourselves, indeeper, and become the best versions of them/ourselves, in
tune with our magic and one with the flow is significanttune with our magic and one with the flow is significant

And of course there is the shadow side of our feminine. TheAnd of course there is the shadow side of our feminine. The
darkness. The blood. The lifeforce. The potency. Yet, do youdarkness. The blood. The lifeforce. The potency. Yet, do you
understand the basic physicality of your cycle. Were youunderstand the basic physicality of your cycle. Were you
taught? How were you introduced to your first bleed and bytaught? How were you introduced to your first bleed and by
whom? What is your relationship to your bleed time? Do youwhom? What is your relationship to your bleed time? Do you
plug her up, does she cause you pain. Do you know your fertileplug her up, does she cause you pain. Do you know your fertile
days. Do you prepare for strong egg reproduction or a smoothdays. Do you prepare for strong egg reproduction or a smooth
and enjoyable bleed?. So many questions,and enjoyable bleed?. So many questions,  

But first the basics of our cycle.But first the basics of our cycle.  

  Menstruation BleedMenstruation Bleed: The shedding of the uterine lining. Levels: The shedding of the uterine lining. Levels
of estrogen and progesterone are low. Day ONE of the cycle isof estrogen and progesterone are low. Day ONE of the cycle is
considered the first day of bleed.considered the first day of bleed.
Follicular PhaseFollicular Phase: The time between the first day of the period: The time between the first day of the period
and ovulation. Estrogen rises in the body and an egg preparesand ovulation. Estrogen rises in the body and an egg prepares
to releaseto release
Ovulation:Ovulation: The egg releases from the ovary, The egg releases from the ovary,
mid-cycle [around days 12-14 for many women]. Estrogenmid-cycle [around days 12-14 for many women]. Estrogen
peaks right before release and then drops soon after.peaks right before release and then drops soon after.
Luteal Phase:Luteal Phase: Between ovulation and menstruation, Between ovulation and menstruation,
when the body prepares for a possible pregnancy wherewhen the body prepares for a possible pregnancy where
Progesterone is produced, peaks, and then drops. If pregnancyProgesterone is produced, peaks, and then drops. If pregnancy
does not occur, we shed in the form of blood.does not occur, we shed in the form of blood.

Do you track your length and intensity?Do you track your length and intensity?
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Maximising your potential around the Lunar and yourMaximising your potential around the Lunar and your
menstrual cyclemenstrual cycle

What is normal? (That is the question). Only you know yourWhat is normal? (That is the question). Only you know your
body and your rythmn, yet for simplicity (and this is not medicalbody and your rythmn, yet for simplicity (and this is not medical
advise, nor am I a trained medical professional) it is useful toadvise, nor am I a trained medical professional) it is useful to
illustrate a "typical" cycle for the purpose of aligning with theillustrate a "typical" cycle for the purpose of aligning with the
potential of her power. Setting intentions alongside the cycle ispotential of her power. Setting intentions alongside the cycle is
about balancing our internal energy and external factors. First,about balancing our internal energy and external factors. First,
it’s a great growth idea to track your monthly rhythms, by usingit’s a great growth idea to track your monthly rhythms, by using
an app (I also use Flow) and a specific journal called Cyclesan app (I also use Flow) and a specific journal called Cycles
Journal which acts as my source of review and reflection,Journal which acts as my source of review and reflection,
planning and awareness. It is also useful to understand whereplanning and awareness. It is also useful to understand where
the moon is in her cycle, for example full and dark/new andthe moon is in her cycle, for example full and dark/new and
quarter phases.quarter phases.

So firstly, the image 1, above is a guide to the menus/moonSo firstly, the image 1, above is a guide to the menus/moon
energy alignment, and below I will further explain how you mayenergy alignment, and below I will further explain how you may
like to connect more deeply with both, cycles. It is useful to takelike to connect more deeply with both, cycles. It is useful to take
this slow, firstly tracking and feeling into either cycle ( thethis slow, firstly tracking and feeling into either cycle ( the
menstruation cycle, then the moon, or the moon then yourmenstruation cycle, then the moon, or the moon then your
own). Whichever method you choose, know the fact that youown). Whichever method you choose, know the fact that you
are is an act of self care, love and honouring YOU! In additionare is an act of self care, love and honouring YOU! In addition
refer back to the Lunar & Moon theme, specifically "actionrefer back to the Lunar & Moon theme, specifically "action
themes" for supplementary detail. This may also be a start of athemes" for supplementary detail. This may also be a start of a
planner for you, your very own "Cycle and Moon" tracker!planner for you, your very own "Cycle and Moon" tracker!

Menstruation, Day 1 is first day usually lasts 1-6 daysMenstruation, Day 1 is first day usually lasts 1-6 days
((Fatigue, tender chest, mood swings, could be pain, weakerFatigue, tender chest, mood swings, could be pain, weaker
immunity). Rest & Renew.immunity). Rest & Renew.
Moon CycleMoon Cycle: Dark New Moon: Dark New Moon  

What menstrual phase are you in?What menstrual phase are you in?
What are you going to focus yourself on in this phase ofWhat are you going to focus yourself on in this phase of
the moon cycle?the moon cycle?
  How will you hold space for yourself throughout the cycleHow will you hold space for yourself throughout the cycle
(ritual, ceremony, self care, affirmation altar)(ritual, ceremony, self care, affirmation altar)

Follicular: usually lasts 7-13 daysFollicular: usually lasts 7-13 days
(Revival, increased metabolism, improved energy and moods(Revival, increased metabolism, improved energy and moods
Moon CycleMoon Cycle: First Quarter Waxing Reflect and Invision: First Quarter Waxing Reflect and Invision

What menstrualWhat menstrual    phase are you in ?phase are you in ?
How are you feeling?How are you feeling?
  What steps are youWhat steps are you    going to take to manifest your intentions togoing to take to manifest your intentions to
reality (vision board for thereality (vision board for the    month perhaps or document a planmonth perhaps or document a plan
to plant) What are you planting so the seeds bloomto plant) What are you planting so the seeds bloom
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Ovulation: usually is days 14-22Ovulation: usually is days 14-22
(More energy, increased libido, more discharge, high(More energy, increased libido, more discharge, high
temperature, fertile (egg white)temperature, fertile (egg white)
Moon Cycle:Moon Cycle: Full Moon and release/back to intentions, Full Moon and release/back to intentions,
gratitude offerings, what can you harvestgratitude offerings, what can you harvest
What menstrual phase are you in?What menstrual phase are you in?
How are you feeling?How are you feeling?
Give space now for gratitude and loving words….Give space now for gratitude and loving words….

Luteal Phase: usually days 21-28Luteal Phase: usually days 21-28
(Moody, trouble sleeping, weight gain, bloating, PMS,(Moody, trouble sleeping, weight gain, bloating, PMS,
increased appetite)increased appetite)
Moon Cycle: Moon Cycle: Third Quarter Waning; CleanseThird Quarter Waning; Cleanse
What menstural phase are you in ?What menstural phase are you in ?
How are you feeling?How are you feeling?
What do you need to reflect upon and release and cleanseWhat do you need to reflect upon and release and cleanse
What self care practices can you adopt to support you asWhat self care practices can you adopt to support you as
you enter shed?you enter shed?

Once you start, its a beautiful way to harness your creativityOnce you start, its a beautiful way to harness your creativity
and plan, events, business actions, and self care practicesand plan, events, business actions, and self care practices
around your needs.around your needs.

An example for me is I know my cycle has compressed over theAn example for me is I know my cycle has compressed over the
past 2 years. It has become more irregular, it changes in lengthpast 2 years. It has become more irregular, it changes in length    
and intensity and with the lunar. It has compressed from 25and intensity and with the lunar. It has compressed from 25
days to 23, the bleed is smooth and rich, and I no longer "do"days to 23, the bleed is smooth and rich, and I no longer "do"
during where my intuition is highest. I craft my creative workduring where my intuition is highest. I craft my creative work
and actions during follicular, where my energy is high and I amand actions during follicular, where my energy is high and I am
charged.charged.    I also now tend to bleed closer to the Full Moon, andI also now tend to bleed closer to the Full Moon, and
ovulate around the Dark New Moon. This for me means I oftenovulate around the Dark New Moon. This for me means I often
feel torn between two forces, holding space for others andfeel torn between two forces, holding space for others and
having great capacity to do so around the Full Moon where Ihaving great capacity to do so around the Full Moon where I
bleed, and have great intuition, dreaming and spell work. It isbleed, and have great intuition, dreaming and spell work. It is
unlikely that as most woman (only 15% actually tune tounlikely that as most woman (only 15% actually tune to
the Moons rhythms – ie ovulation or bleed on the Full or Newthe Moons rhythms – ie ovulation or bleed on the Full or New
Moons, this isn’t important as you can still tune into yourMoons, this isn’t important as you can still tune into your
intentions and your feelings around your natural rhythms.intentions and your feelings around your natural rhythms.
  
  That is true natural cyclic power.That is true natural cyclic power.
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